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Stage 1 starting in surrender position hands up on buzzer 
draw firearm in shooting from retention engaged Target 
one with five rounds through the center hole then after 
stepping back engage targets two and three with two 
rounds to the chest one to the Head 
 
2 gun 
Starting with rifle engage Target 1 with 5 rounds through 
the center hole transition to Pistol while backing up and 
engaged targets two and three two rounds Center Mass 
one round to the Head 
 
Shotgun similar procedure all Targets get two rounds 
 
Round count 11 
2 gun round count 11 
Shotgun round count 6 
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Stage 2 
4 hostile targets each one labeled with a Diamond 
Club heart or Spade on the table in front of you will 
be five playing cards face down at the buzzer flip the 
cards over and shoot the targets with the matching 
suits of the cards in front of you, playing cards two 
through 10 Center Mass shots face cards Ace Jack 
queen king headshots 
 
Two gun 
 
With the rifle start by flipping over the first set of five 
cards engage the appropriate targets transition to 
Pistol flip over the second set of five cards and 
engage the appropriate targets 
 
Shotgun same as original procedure 
 
Round count 10 
2 gun round count 20 
Shotgun round count 10 
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Stage 3 
 
All hostile targets get three rounds each due to the 
chest one to the Head with the exception of the 
two hostage takers they get three to the Head 
starting on the left side the shooter must engaged 
targets one two and three then moving to the right 
side engage targets for five and six the shooter 
must stay in the shooting box behind the barrier 
 
2 gun starting with rifle engage targets as stated 
above after clearing all six targets transition to 
pistol and give all Targets one additional round to 
the Head 
 
Shotgun 
Same as the original procedure except hostage 
takers get one round to the head other targets get 
one round to the chest one round to the Head 

Round count 18 
2 gun round count 24 
Shotgun round count 10 


